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65mm

65mm

85mm

65mm 50mm

65mm 50mm

Super Ayu Super 
Wakasagi

Silver Mirror Gold MirrorAyaya Clear 
Chartreuse OT

Sexy Ghost Hologram 
Oikawa

HMKL Shad 65 SR SUSPEND

HMKL Shad 65 MR SUSPEND

Ghost Ayu OS Ghost Wakasagi Wakasagi
Natural/
Orange Belly Silver Shad Natural Gold Black Ayaya Clear Chartreuse OS Mat Blue Pearl Chartreuse

Stain Ayu Natural WakasagiGhost Pearl Wakasagi Chartreuse Back Pearl Ghost Blue ChartreuseHologram Shad Hologram Pink Pro Blue

HMKL Shad 65 SR is designed to work for fishing under highly tough situations.  It has realized incredibly stable tight head shake and straight-ahead action in 
retrieving at both dead slow and ultrafast speed. It surely allows anglers to have high probability of landing fishes, with long casting abilities realized by 
magnetic weight transfer system and swivel hook hangers which hold the fish tightly.

■HMKL Shad 65 SR  ¥1,650 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 5.5g / Max Range: 1.5m

HMKL Shad 65 MR can go underwater up to 3 meters deep when used with 4lb line.  Although it has a large bill to boost swimming depth, it can keep swimming 
with incredibly stable tight head shake never with a wide rolling action regardless of the speed of retrieving.

■HMKL Shad 65 MR  ¥1,650 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 5.8g / Max Range: 3.0m

HMKL Shad 65
Hyper sinking swisher
HMKL K-I Mac 65 / 50 SINKING

Sinking swisher for deeper exploration
HMKL K-I Mac ES 65 / 50�EXTRA SINKING

Long-awaited 85mm model for K-I Mac
HMKL K-I Mac 85 SINKING

K-I Mac 65/50, a sinking prop bait, is designed on the inspiration that water stream caused by propellers encourages fishes who show no interest to swimming 
lures to use their mouth.  The most peculiar point is that the body doesn't roll while the propellers keep turning, which is made possible by the elaboration to 
keep the body horizontal in water and minimize the action.

■HMKL K-I Mac 65  ¥1,600 [w/o tax]      N Shell Color 65 ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Great Green Turban Color 65 ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 4.1g

■HMKL K-I Mac 50  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      N Shell Color 50 ¥1,600 [w/o tax]      Great Green Turban Color 50 ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 50mm / Weight: 3.0g

Based on K-I Mac, K-I Mac ES Series is designed to have ability to bait robustly fishes in deeper layer by adding some weight (of 1.0g for 65ES, 0.4g for 50ES) to 
curtail buoyancy.  Especially, 65ES can reach around 2 meters deep without any stress in reeling as usual.  Weight of 5.0g has actualized longer cast than ever 
before, and when anglers explore where the fishes aiming exist by means of counting from the point at which the lure takes water, they can easily cover vast 
areas and depths, which were previously impossible.  On one hand 50ES, based on K-I Mac 50 Series which has a pretty good track record in bass, trouts and 
large rockfishes, has been added its weight so it can also work in salt water.

K-I Mac 85, designed based on K-I Mac 65 that achieves tremendous catch, has increased size and weight so that it can work with heavy tackles.  Therefore it has also 
inherited the following features from K-I Mac 65: Minimized action by keeping its body vertical in water, and sound produced by propellers with snap retainer.

■HMKL K-I Mac 85  ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 85mm / Weight: 9.0g

■Colors common for SR & MR

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

■HMKL K-I Mac 65 ES  ¥1,600 [w/o tax]      N Shell Color 65 ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Great Green Turban Color ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 5.0g

■HMKL K-I Mac 50 ES  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      N Shell Color 50 ¥1,600 [w/o tax]      Great Green Turban Color ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 50mm / Weight: 3.4g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

Well bait and never lose.

Tight head shake and rolling action especially 
effective for tough fishes.
Magnetic weight transfer system for longer and 
more accurate casts.
Swivel hook hangers to hold tight.
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75mm

95mm

115mm 115mm

58mm

115mm

60mm

Topwater minnow ruffling the water
HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW 95�FLOATING TOPWATER

Topwater minnow ruffling the water
HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW 115 FLOATING TOPWATER

K-0 Minnow is a topwater lure that swims ruffling the water with its rolling action.  It has 5mm diameters tungstenic ball at the end of the body, which realizes 
long casting.  Clocklike-sound type of this model makes continual and steady sound, which is produced by a ball bumping against the inner wall, synchronizes 
rolling action of the body, and activate the fishes deep in water and less active.  To use this minnow, anglers basically only need to retrieve straight, without any 
rod action nor pause.

■HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Length: 95mm / Weight: 9.0g

K-0 WAKEMINNOW 115 has been designed based on K-0 WAKEMINNOW 95 that swims ruffling water, and increased in size and weight.  It inherits a wide rolling 
action of K-0 WAMEMINNOW 95, and allows anglers to retrieve at more wide variety of speed, from slow to medium, than ever.  It also goes further with better 
castability by sizing up the back weight, and better hook up ability by changing 2 hooks to 3 hooks.  As it has 1.1mm snap retainer, it also works effectively in 
saltwater games not only in bass fishing.

■K-0 WAKEMINNOW 115  ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 115mm / Weight: 12.0g

Swimming prop-sound
HMKL K-I PROP HIME FLOATING

K-I PROP HIME, inheriting K-I MINNOW Series featuring the strong rolling action, is a prop bate equipped with propeller that causes rolling sound, bubbles and 
complicated water flow, so it has a strong appeal at water surface.  Basic way to reel is "One jerk, one pause."  The details of which are as follows: First, wait 
until the ripples have gone after casting, jerk down the rod keenly, and pull the lure into the water.  Then when it comes up to the surface, jerk down again.  In 
other ways, anglers can also just reel it right below the surface, or retrieve continuously with some jerking.

●Color：●1 Ayu  ●40 Hologram Oikawa  ●45 Akahara  ●47  Gill  ●72 Ayaya

■HMKL K-I PROP HIME MINNOW  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 115mm / Weight: 12.0g

Make a big splash in front
HMKL K-0 POPPER FLOATING TOPWATER

Splash sound from double-prop
HMKL W PROP HIME FLOATING TOPWATER

Meeting with Zell Rowland in 1986 brought the inspiration of this K-0 POPPER.  He expects popper lures to make a splash, and his ideal popper is one that makes 
a big splash with a lot of droplets spattering in front.  Therefore he has altered all his poppers, and with his request for tuning to educe more performance POP-R 
Izumi Version was created.  Inheriting the performance of this historic lure, HMKL released K-0 POPPER, a mass-produced version.  HMKL K-0 POPPER, with 
deep cup sharp-edged mouth, is designed to allow anglers to make a big front-splash and sound easily without any time-lag by keeping its body vertical during rest.

●Color： ●1 Ayu  ●2 Ghost Ayu  ●8 Wakasagi  ●14 Gold Mirror  ●16 Silver Mirror  ●39 Oikawa  ●40 Hologram Oikawa  ●48 BabyBass  ●49 Ghost Shad  ●56  Gold Black  ●72 Ayaya 
●95 HMKL Skeleton

■HMKL K-0 POPPER  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      with shell plate inside  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 58mm / Weight: 6.0g

W PROP HIME is a double-swisher typed topwater plug.  It features the sound of rotating propellers associated with predation sounds, and while jerked, it makes 
an irregular action and strong flash from its flat side of the body.  At the same time, it keeps amazingly stably its posture during fast retrieve without turning 
away, and allows anglers to retrieve at remarkable speed.

●Color：●1 Ayu  ●37 Rainbow  ●40 Akahara  ●45 Gill  ●47 Ayaya  ●72 Ayaya

■HMKL W PROP HIME MINNOW  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 115mm / Weight: 13.0g

K-0 WAKEMINNOW 60 & 75 are small and middle-sized minnows in K-0 series, which has a good track record not only in bass but also in sea bass and small 
mouth bass.  When used with a spinning tackle it realizes an overwhelmingly long cast, and baits fishes with brisk clocklike sound.  These lineups allow anglers 
to cover more various conditions and fish species.

Minimum-sized topwater minnow
HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW 60

FLOATING TOPWATER

Spinning lure with outstanding abilities for long casting
HMKL K-O WAKEMINNOW 75

FLOATING TOPWATER

■HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW 75  ¥1,600 [w/o tax]      Length: 75mm / Weight: 5.0g

■HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW 60  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 60mm / Weight: 3.0g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.
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50mm

85mm

65mm

85mm

115mm

60mm

Ultimate Small Minnow
HMKL K-I MINNOW 50 SUSPEND / SINKING

K-I MINNOW 50 is designed to be responsive to high-pressured fields and has highly slim and less substantial body.  The flashing from flat lateral of the body is 
strong enough to cause rolling action at dead slow speed like spoons, even in straight retrieving.  The Side-eyes, one of the HMKL's traditional modeling, allows 
anglers to make wide darting action from side to side by twitching and jerking without any difficulty.  K-I MINNOW 50 plays an active role under various 
situations like bass, trout, or salt fishing.

Sharp darting action
HMKL K-I MINNOW SUSPEND / FLOATING

Silent small minnow with fixed weight

HMKL K-I MINNOW 65 SUSPEND

As K-I MINNOW 65 is a silent minnow with fixed weight, its castability is as high as, or higher than, the lure built up with magnetic weight transfer system.  In 
addition, it can keep its body vertical in water.  These conflicting features, such as silence, high castability, and horizontal posture, are made possible by a 
whole new weight-system with the weight fixed and delicately balanced at the head and the end.  In this weight system the gravity center is placed so close to 
the middle line of body, so it is also possible for anglers to make a light, rapid and large rolling action.  As the action strongly baits fishes not only in twitching 
and jerking but in straight retrieving, K-I MINNOW 65 can work at various situations like bass fishing, managed fishing fields, mountain stream, or lake trolling.

HMKL K-I MINNOW is a mass-produced version for the original HMKL minnow handmade of balsa wood, and is made up of plastic with tungstenic weight which 
realized higher castability.  Its side eyes create wide and sharp action of darting, and its thin bill makes the action more sensitive.  It has a wide range of 
variations in colors as follows: Colored with wrapping foil of cigarette packet, a traditional color inherited from handmade HMKL lure, highly natural colors that 
imitate natural baitfishes at fields to the utmost or wilder colors that bait the instinct of bass.  It can fully work especially in tough conditions.

More resemblant bill to the original minnow
HMKL K-I D MINNOW SUSPEND

K-I D MINNOW is a K-I MINNOW with a large flat bill, with which the original HMKL minnow SP type, made of balsa wood, was equipped.  It works extremely 
better in the fields of worse conditions because of the following abilities that are inherited from the original minnow: quite rapid and tight rolling action, wide 
sharp action of darting on twitching, and swimming at up to 2 meters deep, which is extraordinary for this size of short-billed minnow.

K-I HIME MOVE, built up with weight transfer system, has 2 tungstenic 6mm diameter balls moving forward-backwards, and that allows anglers to cast fairly 
long and make a drastic rolling action.  (This series has no mirror-colored ones with embedded plate.)  K-I HIME is a silent minnow with fixed weight on both 
ends and has enough castability.  Its balance of weight, which is unparalleled in history, causes an unprecedentedly strong rolling action, and its wide body and 
large flat side work synergistically to make a strong flashing.  Moreover, K-I HIME allows anglers to make easily a darting action from side to side by 
stop-and-go reeling, so it is associated with no wasting when jerking.  It can delicately bait various fisheaters with its extreme action.

●Color： ●1 Ayu  ●10  Natural Wakasagi  ●39  Oikawa   ●45  Akahara  ●47  Gill  ●90 Pro Blue

■HMKL K-I HIME MINNOW  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      With Shell Plate Inside  ¥2,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 115mm / Weight: SUSPEND 14.3g  FLOATING 13.0g

■HMKL K-I HIME MOVE  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 115mm / Weight: SUSPEND 14.3g

K-I HIME MOVE SUSPEND
MOVE Weight transfer model

Smaller and deeper

HMKL K-II MINNOW 60�SUSPEND

K-II MINNOW 60, designed on the concept that "smaller and deeper", is an epoch-making small longbill minnow, and it allows anglers to explore robustly at more 
than 2 meters deep with usual spinning tackle.  Especially in dead slow retrieving, which is effective in tough conditions, it is sure to cause a perfect wobbling 
and rolling action even in rapid jerking.

■K-II MINNOW SUSPEND  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 60mm / Weight: 3.6g / Max Range: 3.0m

■HMKL K-I MINNOW 50  ¥1,350 [w/o tax]      With Shell Plate Inside  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 50mm / Weight: Suspend 1.6g  Sinking 2.0g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

■HMKL K-I MINNOW 65 SUSPEND  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      With Shell Plate Inside  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Great Green Turban Color  ¥1,800 [w/o tax]
　Length: 65mm / Weight: 3.2g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

■HMKL K-I MINNOW  SUSPEND  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Length: 85mm / Weight: 6.3g         FLOATING  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Length: 85mm / Weight: 5.9g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

■HMKL K-I MINNOW DIVING  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Length: 85mm / Weight: 6.5g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

HMKL K-I HIME MINNOWSUSPEND / FLOATING

With hyper rolling action

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.
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65mm

95mm

95mm

65mm

Lime chartreuse Wakasagi Gold Black White Black Ayu Lime chartreuse Wakasagi Gold Black White Black Ayu

■Dynamo SpinnerBait  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]

　Weight: 3/8oz, 1/2oz, 3/4oz

■         Dynamo SpinnerBait Eco Model  ¥1,600 [w/o tax]

　Weight: 3/8oz

Weight transfer model

Attack mid range with long casting
HMKL K-II MINNOW 95�SUSPEND

K-II MINNOW 95 is a longbill minnow which can cover up to 2.5 meters deep.  It can make an unparalleled rolling action with large rotating angle, and dart 
widely from side to side in jerking.

■K-II 95 MINNOW SUSPEND  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Length: 95mm / Weight: 12.5g / Max Range: 2.0m

Hit directly extremely deep
HMKL K-IV MINNOW�SUSPEND / FLOATING

HMKL K-IV MINNOW is a deep cranking minnow that can attack more than 4 meters deep, which any other minnows couldn't do before.  Its wide and thin bill and 
center balanced of weight can cause a strong wobbling action with plentiful frequencies within a short distance, make it possible to go underwater rapidly and 
sharply, and ensure a long productive zone.  It allows anglers to hit bass at a deep level easily, not only by reeling basically like slow, pump, and stop-and-go 
retrieving but also by cranking.

Max Range 5.5m

For all fisheaters
HMKL ZAGGER MOVE 65 SUSPEND    ZAGGER 65 SUSPEND

In succession to K-I 65 and K-I 50 MINNOW, which have achieved superior performance in bass and every fisheaters as silent small minnow, HMKL ZAGGER has 
been created to have a longbill in order to widen hit zone.  The body is designed so close to a real baitfish in shape and size, and it goes at 1-2 meters deep to hit 
less active fishes with its proven action.

65mm

When reeling at usual speed, PANDRA MAGIC swims just under the 
water surface and ruffles the water behind from the point where it 
takes water.  With this minnow, which has achieved an 
extraordinarily long casting, anglers can explore wider area on the 
field.

●Color： ● 11  InnerPaint Wakasagi  ●46　IP/Akahara  
 ●55　Hologram Shad　● 73  Pink Purple Hologram  ●72 Ayaya

■HMKL PANDRA MAGIC  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]
　Length: 65mm / Weight: 5.0g

SUPER ALIVE SHAD is an alive shad with eyes, which makes it more 
real, and its body has got thicker so anglers can wield it easily also 
for no-sinker.

●Color: Silver Shad, Green Thunder, Purple Thunder

■HMKL SUPER ALIVE SHAD 3inch  ¥800 [w/o tax]  sold as a 6-pack

■HMKL SUPER ALIVE SHAD 4inch  ¥800 [w/o tax]  sold as a 5-pack

Legendary fruitful shad worm

HMKL SUPER ALIVE SHAD

Special colored minnow only for yourself!
HMKL Blank Model K-I MINNOW 50 / 65 SP  SUSPEND
■HMKL Blank model K-I MINNOW 50/65 SP

　50=¥1,350 [w/o tax] / 65=¥1,500 [w/o tax]

　PLATE TYPE: 50=¥1,400 [w/o tax] / 65=¥1,600 [w/o tax]

●Color: Unpainted  *All hookless

●Spec: Without Plate, With Silver Plate Inside, With Gold Plate Inside, With Hologram Plate Inside, 

  With Clear Hologram Plate Inside

With Silver Plate Inside With Gold Plate Inside With Hologram Plate Inside With Clear Hologram Plate Inside

Silver Shad

Green Thunder

Purple Thunder

Without Plate

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

■K-IV MINNOW SUSPEND  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 95mm / Weight: 13.5g

■K-IV MINNOW FLOATING  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 95mm / Weight: 12.8g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

■HMKL ZAGGER MOVE 65 SUSPEND  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 3.5g

■HMKL ZAGGER 65 SUSPEND  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]

　With shell plate inside  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]       Great Green Turban color ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 3.5g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

HMKL Dynamo SpinnerBait is a mass-produced version for HMKL spinner 
bait, a foil finished one.  Its wide variety of colors and strong vibration still 
make itself a first-line lure.

■Dynamo BuzzBait  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]

　Gold Propeller Model  ¥1,600 [w/o tax]      Weight: 3/8oz

■         Dynamo BuzzBait  Eco Model  ¥1,600 [w/o tax]

　Weight: 3/8oz

Though Dynamo BuzzBait looks as non-descriptive as common buzzbait, it 
isn't.  It can bait more bass with short shank body, blade which is 
selectable from left or right, and high pitch sound of blade and blass beads 
fixed at the head.

Mass-produced version
for HMKL Spinner Bait

Dynamo SpinnerBait

Strong appeal from brass beads 
and blade on the head

Dynamo BuzzBait

Sinking which doesn't sink

HMKL PANDORA MAGIC
SINKING TOPWATER

These models are suspended type of K-I 65/50, and have been adhered but not painted.  They are sold at the price of one K-I MINNOW 65/50 for a set of two, and 
its accessory is eye seal only, which please note.

MOVE Weight transfer model
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33mm

50mm

Single-hooked version for K-I Mac 50
HMKL K-I Mac 50SS SINKING SINGLEHOOK

Kanimiso
Orange Tail

Mat Ayaya

Food

Mat Clear Night Rider

Pellet
Pink Tail

33mm

Most powerful minnow
for floating fishing
HMKL ZAGGER 50�F1  FLOATING Night Rider Hologram

Wakasagi
Hologram
White

Food Clear Hologram 
Ikura

All Brown

■HMKL ZAGGER 50 F1  ¥1,400 [w/o tax]      Length: 50mm / Weight: 1.5g

ZAGGER 50 F1 is a high floating minnow developed in response to requests from many anglers who play in tournaments.  It floats when posed after jerking, 
which allows anglers a whole new minnowing.  It moves up and down in water by repeating twitching and pausing in a steady rhythm.  The core of this action is 
"buoyance", and as a result of pursuing it, ZAGGER 50 F1 has achieved reduction in weight by getting off the hook on belly and devise the balance of weight 
inside.  As it has two split rings #0 linked on its back-end hook, it can cleek and hook a rainbow trout which attacks from behind.  Moreover, it has only one hook 
equipped, so it is easy to release the fish rapidly with a hook releaser.  These features make this ZAGGER 50 F1 a finely-tuned minnow for fighting in 
tournaments.  VANFOOK’s SP-21BL (rapid hooking) #8 is adopted.

For all fisheaters
HMKL ZAGGER 65FS FLOATING
■HMKL ZAGGER 65  ¥1,800 [w/o tax]
Great Green Turban Color ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 65mm / Weight: 3.4g

HMKL ZAGGER 50� SINKING
■HMKL ZAGGER 50 SINKING(S)  ¥1,400 [w/o tax] 
Length: 50mm / Weight: 2.0g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, 
please feel free to call or fax, 
or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

Great GreenTurban
Red & Gold

Great Green Turban
]Pellet & Kanimiso

Great Green Turban 
Clear Pink

Great Green Turban
Glow

Great Green Turban
Chocolate & Karashi

In succession to K-I 65 and K-I 50 MINNOW, which have achieved superior performance in bass and every fisheaters as silent small minnow, HMKL ZAGGER has 
been created to have a longbill in order to widen hit zone.  The body is designed so close to a real baitfish in shape and size, and it goes at 1-2 meters deep to hit 
less active fishes with its proven action.

■HMKL K-I Mac 50 SS  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      ｃLength: 50mm / Weight: 2.9g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

K-I Mac, a sinking prop bait, is designed on the inspiration that water stream caused by propeller encourages fishes to use their mouth who show no interest to 
swimming lures.  The most peculiar point is that the body doesn't roll while the propeller keeps turning, which is made possible by the elaboration to keep the 
body horizontal in the water and minimize the action.  It is easy to use.  The basic way is as follows: cast, count and wait until it gets the desirable depth, and 
then reel slowly at a constant speed.

CRANK 33 TR is a crank bait which covers the surface and just under it.  In reeling with rod whose tip is raised high, anglers can use it as topwater crank bait 
from the point where it takes water.  In reeling with rod whose tip is lowered down, anglers can swim it just under the surface.  It makes a large wobbling action 
with its head swaying from side to side even when reeled at fairly dead slow speed.

■HMKL CRANK 33 TR FLOATING TYPE  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 33mm  Weight: 2.5g

Perennial choice forup to 1.5 meters deep

HMKL CRANK 33 MR SUSPEND

Topwater crank for
attacking the surface

HMKL CRANK 33 TR FLOATING

■HMKL CRANK 33 MR SUSPEND TYPE  ¥1,500 [w/o tax] 
　Length: 33mm / Weight: 3.0g

Silver Mirror

Kanimiso 
Orange Tail

Pellet
Pink Tail

Natural Shad Hologram 
Gold

Hologram 
Copper

Ayaya Food Mat Blue 
Pearl Shad

Mat Pink

CRANK 33 MR is a crank bait which covers up to 1.5 meters deep.  It can 
start swimming rapidly and widely even in reeling at fairly dead slow 
speed.  As it comes in handy under various situations, it has been designed 
to enrich a long casting ability with weight transfer system, and light 
reeling in order not to load the rod.

High sound musteringfishes powerfully
HMKL CRANK 33 MR BONE
 FLOATING

■HMKL CRANK 33 MR BONE  FLOATING TYPE  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]  
　Length: 33mm / Weight: 2.6g

33mm 33mm

50mm

50mm65mm

Bone Curry Toro Salmon Red Brick Aomidoro

Pearl Glow Pellet 
Pink Tail

Kanimiso 
Orange Tail

Food

CRANK 33 MR BONE is a floating version for CRANK 33 MR and made of 
bone-colored plastic.  It is excellent at buoyancy, and equipped with 
epoch-making glass rattles, which has been gone through a lot of field tests 
for nearly 2 years.  High sound, an interfering sound from glass balls and 
the bone, musters fishes more powerfully than ever before and makes 
considerable achievements in fishing.  TIMON's e-hook #8 is adopted.

Deep crank for 2.5 meters deep

HMKL CRANK 33 DR SUSPEND Pellet 
Pink Tail

GPL belly Mat Blue 
PRB

Food RGM Silver Mirror

CRANK 33 DR is a deep crank which covers up to 2.5 meters deep.  Its bill is as the same size as K-II MINNOW's, which has achieved satisfactory results about 
rapidity of wobbling action at low speed and distinguished ability to go deep underwater.  Moreover, it has realized both the ability to go deep underwater 
despite its small body and the overwhelming comfort in reeling by making the bill as sharp as possible and tuning the position of eyes.  It can be used easily 
without any load on rod.  In order to make it swim along the same track without floating in retrieving at highly dead slow speed, it is designed as suspended type, 
which is free from tuning, the same as CRANK 33 MR.

■HMKL CRANK 33 DR SUSPEND TYPE  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 33mm / Weight: 3.3g
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85mm

115mm

95mm

65mm

0.7g 1.0g 1.3g

50mm

HMKL MINNOW SALT WATER Ver.

HMKL K-I MINNOW SALT WATER Ver. SINKING

■K-0 WAKEMINNOW 115 FLOATING  ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      Length: 115mm / Weight: 13.6g

●Color：●84 Maiwashi   ●77 Red Head/Border Hologram   ●79 Pink Purple/Laser Hologram  ●81 Chartreuse Gold/Border Hologram  ●82  UrumeIwashi/Laser Hologram

HMKL K-0 WAKEMINNOW 115 SALT WATER Ver.  FLOATING TOPWATER

■K-III WAKEMINNOW SINKING  ¥1,900 [w/o tax]      Length: 95mm / Weight: 14.0g

●Color ：●84 Maiwashi  ●77 Red Head/Border Hologram  ●79 Pink Purple/Laser Hologram  ●81 Chartreuse Gold/Border Hologram  ●82  UrumeIwashi/Laser Hologram

HMKL K-III MINNOW SALT WATER Ver. SINKING

●Color：●84 Maiwashi   ●77 Red Head/Border Hologram  ●78 Red Gold/Border Hologram  ●79 Pink Purple/Laser Hologram  
　　　　  ●80 Chartreuse Back Pearl   ●81 Chartreuse Gold/Border Hologram  ●82  UrumeIwashi/Laser Hologram

■HMKL K-I MINNOW SINKING  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]      Length: 85mm / Weight: 9.0g

50mm

Ultimate minnow for managed fishing fields
HMKL K-I MINNOW 50SS SINKING SINGLEHOOK

K-I MINNOW 50 SS is designed to work effectively at high-pressure fields.  It surely can make rolling action at dead slow speed like spoons, so it works 
effectively on straight retrieving.  It also can easily make a wide darting action to right and left on twitching and jerking.  VANFOOK's Minnow Expert Hook #6 is 
adopted.

Special Model for minnowing at managed fishing fields
HMKL K-I MINNOW 65 SSSS SUPER SLOW SINKING SINGLEHOOK

K-I MINNOW 65 SSSS is a tuned model of K-I MINNOW 65 specially for managed fishing fields.  It baits fishes with twitching, and at the moment it pauses it falls 
vertically into the mouth of the biting fish, so this minnow makes it more certain to hook a fish than ever before.  VANFOOK's Minnow Expert Hook #6 is adopted.

■HMKL K-I MINNOW 65SSSS  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Great Green Turban Color  ¥1,800 [w/o tax]      N Shell Color  ¥1,700 [w/o tax]

　Length: 65mm / Weight: 3.4g

Naturally bait with natural materials
HMKL Shell Fish

HMKL Shell Fish is made of natural shells carved into the shape of spoon.  It keeps baiting fishes with different fall velocity and shine of natural materials from 
metallic spoons.  TIMON's e-hook is adopted.  As it is made of natural shells, it could be broken down when strong power is applied or when it hits something 
hard, though it is not the case with normal situations, which please note.

■HMKL Shell Fish  0.7g: ¥800 [w/o tax]      1.0g: ¥840 [w/o tax]       1.3g: ¥880 [w/o tax]

　Colored Type  0.7g: ¥840 [w/o tax]      1.0g: ¥880 [w/o tax]      1.3g: ¥920 [w/o tax]

Pinctada maxima 
Chartreuse

Pinctada 
maxima

Pinctada
maxima Blue

Pinctada
maxima Orange

Pinctada
maxima Pink

Pinctada
maxima Green

Pinctada
maxima Red

Pinctada
margaritifera

Pinctada
maxima Pellet

Pinctada maxima
Natural Brown

Pinctada maxima
Chocolate

Pinctada
maxima Purple

Must item for attacking a wide range of fishes

HMKL JIG MINNOW 65 SINKING HMKL JIG MINNOW 50 SINKING

65mm

HMKL JIG MINNOW can work in any areas from managed fishing fields to seas.  As it has no bill which causes a friction in casting, it allows anglers to attack 
wide areas where the other minnows of the same size cannot cover.  It makes a rapid and tight rolling action when falling (with a line tensioned) and reeling, 
despite that it has no bill.

●Color：●50  Gold Black   ●57  Red Gold Mirror  ●50  Natural Shad　

 ●10  Natural Wakasagi   ●9 Ghost Wakasagi

■HMKL JIG MINNOW 65  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]

　Length: 65mm / Weight: 9.0g

●Color： ●16 Silver Mirror   ●10 Natural Wakasagi  ●18 Natural Shad  

 ●27 Silver Mirror Yamame  ●87 Kanimiso  

 ●60  Clear Chartreuse OT   ●23Mat Clear Pink

■HMKL JIG MINNOW 50  ¥1,350 [w/o tax]

　Length: 50mm / Weight: 3.0g

■HMKL K-I MINNOW 50SS  ¥1,350 [w/o tax]      With Shell Plate Inside  ¥1,500 [w/o tax]      Length: 50mm / Weight: 1.7g

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.

●If you have any questions about the colors of items in stock, please feel free to call or fax, or visit our homepage where you can check the inventory status.
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This is a genuine coating 
material for making original 
HMKL Minnows.  It contains 
very much of cellulose fibrils, 
and can make the minnows 
tough and durable though it 
forms a thin film.

■HMKL Original Decal

Color: Silver, White
L  ¥3,000 [w/o tax]
M  ¥1,000 [w/o tax]

■HMKL Original Cap

Size: Free
Color: Beige, Navy
¥2,980 [w/tax]

■HMKL Original Patch

(105×55mm)  ¥1,000 [w/o tax]

ACCESSORIESCOLOR CHART
■Cellulose Cement

This Circuit Board is the same 
material as was adopted to make 
the bill for the world's first 
balsa-made crank bait.  Now, 
more than several decades’ 
years later, no other material can 
still be applied to bills in point of 
strength and durability.

■Circuit Board

500cc ¥1,600 [w/o tax]
1000cc ¥2,500 [w/o tax]

OSAKANA HEAD has been produced 
through over 12 years' of field tests.  
It features the line like a small fish 
when attached with a worm, and the 
simplicity with which anglers make 
tight and rolling action as it reacts 
sensitively to shaking level with 
the thin form of its head and 
posteriorly-located eyes.  Moreover 
the nib of the head is easy to get 
stuck and off, and after getting off it 
swims widely and irregularly, which 
pulls the trigger for fishes to bite.

■OSAKANA HEAD
(Made of resin tungsten)

Weight: 1/16oz
Hooksize: #1,2,4
¥500 [w/o tax]

■Retarder
100ml  ¥600 [w/o tax]

100mm×150mm
Thickness : 0.5mm, 0.8mm, 
 1.0mm
¥600 [w/o tax]

●1 ●2 ●3 ●4 ●5 ●6 ●7 

●8 ●9 ●10 ●11 ●12 ●13 ●14

●15 ●16 ●17 ●18 ●19 ●20　 ●21

●22 ●23 ●24 ●25 ●26 ●27 ●28

●29 ●30　 ●31　 ●32 ●33 ●34 ●35

●36 ●37 ●38 ●39 ●40　 ●41　 ●42 

●43 ●44 ●45 ●46 ●47 ●48 ●49

●50　 ●51　 ●52 ●53 ●54 ●55 ●56

●57 ●58 ●59 ●60　 ●61　 ●62 ●63

●64 ●65 ●66 ●67 ●68 ●69 ●70　

●71　 ●72 ●73 ●74 ●75 ●76 ●77

●78 ●79 ●80 ●81　 ●82 ●83 ●84

●85 ●86 ●87 ●88 ●89 ●90 ●91

●92 ●93 ●94 ●95 

Ayu Ghost Ayu Ghost Gold Ayu Gold Ayu Ochi Ayu Natural Ayu

Wakasagi Ghost Wakasagi Natural Wakasagi InnerPaint Wakasagi Natural / OrangeBelly Wakasagi Natural shell / Wakasagi Gold Mirror

Silver Mirror Night Rider Natural shell Shell Pink Natural  Mexico Natural shell / Yamame

Yamame Hologram Yamame Silver Mirror Yamame Sakura

Ikura Yamame Ghost Yamame Pink Yamame Tiger Yamame Komasu Trout Color

Golden Trout Rainbow Oikawa Hologram Oikawa Natural Oikawa Shirauo

Smallmouth Hime Gill BabyBass Ghost Shad

Natural Shad TableRock  Shad Blue Pearl Shad

Red Gold Natural Gold Black

Blood Red Pearl Yellow HMKL Skaleton

Mat Clear Pink

Mat Tiger Blue Back ChartreuseClear Chartreuse Ghost Chartreuse Blue Chartreuse Hologram

Silver Mirror Ultimate Chartreuse Blue  Chartreuse Gold Hologram Bronze Back Bronze Tiger Bronze Back Hologram Clown

Ayaya Pink Purple Hologram Hologram Pink Henkou Pearl HologramPink Purple Clear Hologram

Ghost Clown Maiwashi

Red Head/Border Hologram

Red Gold/Border Hologram

InnerPaint Ghost Ayu

Red Gold Mirror

Natural shell / Ikura Natural shell / Shad

Blue Pearl Yamame

Rainbow Hologram

Akahara IP/Akahara

Gold Black

Chartreuse Shad

Orange

Pink Purple/Laser Hologram Chartreuse Back Pearl Chartreuse Gold/Border Hologram UrumeIwashi / Laser Hologram

Food Pellet Kanimiso Chocolate Mat Clear Pro Blue Big Circle

Mushi

Hologram ShadGolden ShadPurple Real Shad
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